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Unit 7 New vocabulary 

 hug  rejoice  

mud  courage  

lovingly  sacrifice  

share  exchange  

carve  forcefully  

council  imitate  

advisor  excited  

improve  head for  

gymnasium  weightlifting  

plea  keen on   

communication  whip  

book  health  

destructively  mighty  

feeling    

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  :  

1- In the past , houses were made from…………………….   

a. wool               b. wood            c. mud                  d. metal  

2- The earthquake was ………………………………….. terrible                                                                 

a. lovingly         b. destructively      c. happily           d. amazingly 

3- Parrots can usually ……………………….the human voice.                                         

a. imitate           b. book           c. carve             d. improve  

B) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences:   

(rejoice / sacrifice  / memory  / excited) 

4………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list :-     

( weightlifting /advisors / communication / lovingly ) 

6- We should treat old people friendly and ……………………...     

7- Teachers and parents are great ………………… 

8- ……………………is to share ideas and knowledge with other people.    

C) Match the following words to their definitions:   

11.share         (      ) an urgent request full of emotion.   

12.courage    (      ) use something with other people .    

13. plea         (      ) happy because something good has happened.   

   (      ) being brave in difficult situations 

 

 

D) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d : 

13. The train stopped …………………….. and I fell over   

         a. sudden            b. suddenly           c. suddenness          d.accidentally  

14. I'm keen ……...……listening to music     

         a. in                      b. at                         c. of                         d. on  

15. He neither speaks English …………………… understands it. 

         a. not                   b. nor                        c. and                     d. or  

E) Correct the verbs between brackets:   

17. She  ( have )  an English exam next Sunday .                          …………………. 

18 .They  (write ) their homework yesterday .                ………..…………  

19. Have you ever (be) to Dubai?                                                  …………………..  

       II-Grammar  
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F) Do as shown between brackets:    

20. I was eating at Mackdonalds at eight last week.                               (  Ask )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. Hamad  will travel to London soon.                                               ( Negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. (Eat) healthy food is so important.                                               (Correct)  

………………………………………………………………………………………….                            

 

F) Match the folowing utterances with their responses:   

21. We shouldn't cut down trees.                                 (         ) Yes, I'm going shopping. 

22. I prefer skating to skiing.What about you?            (        ) No problem .   

23. Are you doing anything on Saturday morning ?    (        ) I agree with you.  

24. I am sorry but I can't come.                                    (         ) I don't like both of them. 

                                             (         ) I wish you good luck   

G) Complete the following mini- dialogues :-    

25- A: How long have you had your camera?    

       B: …………………………………………………....…………….. 

26- A: …………………………………………….....................……….? 

      B: I'm sorry.There was a car accident on the road. 

27- A: What are your future plans? 

      B: …………………………………………………………………… 

 

III-Language Functions   
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H) Write what you would say in the following situations:   

28. You met your father after a long holiday. 

……………………………………………………………………..…………… 

29. You suggest to your  friend  going to the beach     

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

30. You saw a little  boy cutting  down a tree  

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

31.  “ Amrita Devi, centuries ago, knew the importance of trees. She lived in a mud 

village on the edge of a forest."                              

a. Why are trees important ?? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. What are trees cut down for ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

32. “ Jaber is the leader of his school's student council. He and his friends are 

planning to go to Al Khiran”  

a. Where do you spend spring holiday ??  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b .What activities can you do in Al-khiran ?  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

IV-Set- book   
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33. “ New technology is very exciting.We can watch news stories from all over the 

world, learn facts and information and enjoy entertainment.”   

a. Why is communication important ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. How did people communicate in the past? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. “ We can talk to our family and friends using technology, even when they are miles 

away.”   

 a. How do people communicate nowadays? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 b. How do we learn to communicate? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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A- Write a report  of 10 sentences to your friend to tell him about " 

communication". You may use the following guide words: 
  

( communication-sending-receiving-meesages/ideas – knowledge – share / before-

writing  – picture – carve  / past – fire – pigeons / babies – imitate / nowadays – a lot of 

– means /internet – get – information / newspaper –TV - mobiles /forget – face –to – 

face / advances – communication – improve - life)  

 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

    I-Composition  
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Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

 My name is Fahd Saleh. I'm a pupil and I go to Sa'aeed Ibn Al-Ass intermediate 

school. I study my lessons hard and do my homework every day. I always get top marks 

in my exams. That's why my father is always pleased with  me. So he takes me with 

him to many interesting places every Friday. 

         Last Friday, we went to a public park  in the morning. We went there by car. We 

sat under a big green tree and had breakfast. While we were eating, we saw a boy throw 

a paper on the ground and another one walk on the grass. My father called for the two 

boys. He told the first boy that he should put the rubbish in the bin. He also told the 

other boy that walking on the grass is not allowed. They thanked my father for his 

advice and went away. I'm proud of my father because he is a good man and he teaches 

me what is right and what is wrong 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b and c:  
1- The best title for this article is ………………………….. . 

a) Bad Boys        b) Sa'aeed Ibn Al-Ass intermediate school 

c) The Grass              d) The Good Father 

2- The underlined pronoun  "  he " refers to …………………. . 

a) a) father               b) Fahd  

c) fahd                     d) breakfast. 

3- The underlined " pleased "  means…………….. . 

a) unhappy    b) sad      c) happy   d) nervous 

 

 

II- Comprehension  
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B) Mark  (  √   )  or  (   x  ) next to each statement:   

4- A good man knows nothing about what is right and what is wrong.            (      ) 

5- Fahd went to a public park in the evening.                                     (     ) 

6-  Fahd never get top marks.                                                              (     ) 

C) Answer the following questions : (3 x 1 = 3m ) 

7- Why did Fahd's father call for the two boys? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8- Why do people go to puplic parks? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  
 

A) Circle the mistakes and write them correctly:   

My friend was exyted as he had won the gold medal in weightlefting. 

1- …………….     2- ……………….    

We could emprove our mimory by eating healthy food. 

3-  ………………..   4- …………………  

 
B) Write the short or long form:   

1- Tuesday   = ………………………  Won't      = …………………………… 

2- Apr. = ………………………… 

C) Combine the following:  ) 

3- plan      +  ing    = ………………………4-advise  +  or      = ……………… 

4- angry   +  ly      = ………………………….. 

II-Spelling   
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A-Punctuate the folowing:   

 I ll travel to dubai next week,  wont  I 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  

 

Oral culture was very important before the invention of writing.People had to keep all 

their knowledge in their memories. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

III-Puctuation   

III-Translation   
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     Unit  8 New vocabulary 

link  powerful  

messenger   tissue  

store  giant  

skull  distribute  

satellite  flag  

fluid  pass  

cable  telegraph  

cerebrum  cerebellum  

brainstem  tap  

Post  ancestors  

capture  method  

globally  complex  

bonfire  neuron  

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  :  

1- Computers help us to……………..………… a lot of  information. 

  a. tap                             b.link               c. store              d. carve 

2- Nowadays, millinos of computers are connected…………………….by the internet.                                                                 

a. destructively            b. globally                c. quietly           d. happily 

3- People lit……………………….to send messages in the past.                                         

a. messengers               b. skulls                c. books            d. bonfires  

B) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences:  

(link / satellite / powerful / post) 

4………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list :-     

(telegraph / pass  /  skull  /  giant ) 

6- The ……………….…… is very hard and strong to protect the brain  

7- Dinosaurs are…………………reptiles that were existing 60 million years ago. 

8- The ………………………used dots and dashes to send messages     

C) Match the following words to their definitions:   

11. flag            (      ) an urgent request full of emotion.   

12.capture       (      ) a planned way of doing something.    

13. method       (      ) a piece of cloth attached to a pole as a signal 

       (      ) get control of a place or an object 

 

 

D) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d : 

13. Our teacher alwasys explains everything very…………………….    

 a. clear            b. clearly            c. clearing          d. clearance  

14. The flowers ……………………… watered  yesterday afternoon.                                                                                                       

a. be                b. was                   c. were                d. are 

15.Tim Burners-Lee invented the World Wide Web ………………1990. 

 a. on             b. in           c. at                   d. of  

E) Correct the verbs between brackets:   

17. We (live) in our house since 9 years .                         …………………. 

18 . Tomorrow, our parents ( travel ) to Egypt.                ………..…………  

19. While we (study), my fathers came in                                     …………………..  

       II-Grammar   
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F) Do as shown between brackets:  

20. I wrote my homework  an hour ago                                                            (  Passive )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. People speak English all over the world                                                    (Passive ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. In the past, we ( use ) ………………………. birds to carry messages.    (Correct) 

………………………………………………………………………………………….                            

 

F) Match the folowing utterances with their responses:   

21. The internet is really simple to use.       (         ) That's why I should organize it. 

22. Which books do you like ?                     (         ) No problem .   

23. Our ancestors used to send emails.         (          ) I agree with you.  

24. Homework is very important.                 (          ) You are joking   

                               (         ) I prefer comic ones   

G) Complete the following mini- dialogues :-    

25- A: How can you keep in touch with your friends?    

       B: ……………………………………………………..........………….. 

26- A: …………………………...........................………………………….? 

      B: Coffee, please. 

27- A: ………………………………………………………………………..? 

      B: By eating healthy food. 

 

III-Language Functions   
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H) Write what you would say in the following situations: ( 2 x 1 = 2 m ) 

28. Communication in the past was very easy. 

……………………………………………………………………..…………… 

29. The internet is an easy way to keep touch with friends 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

30. Photography is a creative activity   

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

31.  “ The internet is really simple to use, but there's a lot of complex technology 

behind the World Wide Web."                             

c. Why are computers linked together in a giant network ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

d.   There are two types of computers on the internet.Metion them. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

32. “ Today we send e-mails  -  our  ancestors  used other methods.”  

a. There were many ways to send messages in the past . mention two 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b .Why were fires lit in the past? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

IV-Set- book ( 5m ) 
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33. “ You know you van play the violin, smell popcorn, tap your foot and think 

about a football match, all at the same time.”   

a. What is the brain made of ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. What part of the brain keeps balance ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. “ Although the brain makes up only 2% of your weight, it uses about 20% of 

your body's energy.”   

a. What keeps your brain safe ?? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 b. What does the largest part of the brain help you to do ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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A- Write a short paragraph of 10 sentences about "The brain". You may use the 

following guide words: 

  

( important – part- body / do – many – things – same – time / brain – protect – three – 

ways / skull –strong –fluid – surround / largest – cerebrum / like - walnut / think – solve 

problems/cerebellum – keep balance / brain stem – small- part / control actions- without 

thinking  )  

  

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 
 

    I-Composition   
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Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

 

When people build their houses , the first thing they have to think about is the 

weather . If they live in a place where there is much rain ,  the most important thing is  

to keep out the water , if there is sunshine for much of the year , houses will have to 

keep out heat . In very cold places the most important thing is to stay warm . People 

also have to think about the available materials . 
  The appearance of the house tells us a lot about the weather condition in the 

country it belongs to . Rainy countries usually have houses with high hard roofs, so that 

the rain runs off . In snowy countries houses have the same roofs . In hot countries , 

houses have thick walls to keep out the heat . They also have big windows  so that the 

air can cool the house  . The shape of the house is not important , but the most 

important thing , is to feel comfortable in it . 

 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b and c:   
1- The best title for this article is ………………………….. . 

a) Bad weather                         b) Shape of houses 

c) Building houses                        d) Sunshine 

2- The underlined word "available " means …………………. . 

a) able to be heated                b) able to be reached or used  

c) able to be read                         d) able to be written. 

3- The underlined pronoun "it" refers to …………….. . 

a) the house                                  b) the weather  

c) the water                                          d) the shape. 

 

II- Comprehension  
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B) Mark  (  √   )  or  (   x  ) next to each statement:   

5- In rainy countries houses have low roofs.                              (    ) 

6- It isn't important to stay warm in cold places                  (    ) 

7- Big windows can cool the house                    (    ) 

C) Answer the following questions :   

8- What is the first thing people think of when they build houses? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9- Why do houses in rainy and cold places have high hard roofs? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

  
 

A) Circle the mistakes and write them correctly:  

Missengers were one of the mithods of sending meesages. 

1- …………….     2- ……………….    

Below the ciribrum is the ciribillum, which means " little brain". 

3-  ………………..   4- …………………  

 

 
B) Write the short or long form:  

5- DVD              = ………………………Mathematics  = ……………………… 

6- BC                 = …………………………… 

C) Combine the following: ( 3x ½ m= 1½m ) 

7- Injury  +  s   = ……………………………Imagine  +  ing = ………………… 

10- Communicate  +  ed = ………………………….. 

II-Spelling  
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A-Punctuate the folowing:   

 hamad and ali went to london last month 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  

 

The internet is really simple to use, but there's a lot of complex technology 

behind the World Wide Web. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III-Puctuation   

III-Translation   
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  Unit 9 New vocabulary 

   

 Erupt 

 Landmark  

Pressure  Magnetic  

Cut down  Tern  

Grassland  Tiny  

Sail  Lifetime  

Tropical  Vast  

Destroy  Ecology  

Native  Apart  

Migrate  Ecosystem  

Extinct  Navigate  

shellfish  Enormous  

Breed  Seaweed  

Amazing    

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  :   

1- A volcano ………………………….in this island last year . 

 a. captured            b.migrated            c. erupted          d. exchanged  

2- She ………………………..around the world in a small yacht                                                             

a. headed               b. sailed                        c. hugged             d. shared 

3- The Liberation Tower is one of the most beautiful ………………………..in Kuwait.                                         

a. pressure           b. grassland                     c. lifetime          d. landmarks 
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B) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences:   

(vast / apart /  / destroy / lifetime) 

4………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Fill in the sentences with words from the list :-     

(ecosystem / seaweed / amazing  ) 

6- Animals and birds make  ………………………..journeys in winter . 

7- Pollution has bad effects on the …………………………………... 

8- Fish in deep waters feed on ………………………., dead fish and plants 

C) Match the following words to their definitions:   

11. enormous    (      ) travel regularly from place to place 

12. ecology        (      ) mate in order to give babies    

13. migrate       (      ) very big in size or amount 

        (      ) the relationship between air, land, water , animals and plants 

 

D) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d: 

13. The magazine, …………………………I bought yesterday, isn't interesting.    

a. where           b. which            c. who                 d. when  

14. You can either have an orange juice  ………………………  a Cola.                                                                                                 

a. and              b. nor                   c. or                    d. not 

15.Do you  know that  man………………….. is standing outside?  . 

a. which            b. who        c. where                d. when 

       II-Grammar   
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E) Correct the verbs between brackets:  

17. This  afternoon, we  (hold)  a meeting .                         …………………. 

18 . An hour ago, we ( travel) abroad.                                ………..…………  

19. When I saw my friends, they (do) their  homework                …………………..  

F) Do as shown between brackets:   

20. My friend came to school. He was sick                          (  Join Using: Although )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. Nadia lives in Kuwait. Dina lives in Kuwait.                    (Join Using: Both    and ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. A long time ago, fires ( use ) to send  messages.                   (Correct) 

………………………………………………………………………………………….                            

 

F) Match the folowing utterances with their responses:   

21. The internet is really simple to use                 (        ) So do I. 

22. What are you keen on?                                    (       ) Hold on please..   

23. It rains heavily.                                               (        ) I agree with you.  

24. I love learning about nature in my region.      (       ) reading fiction   

                                       (       ) So we can't go out. 

G) Complete the following mini- dialogues :-   

25- A: How could I improve my English?    

       B: ……………………………………………………………….. 

 

III-Language Functions   
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26- A: What do think of communication in the past? 

      B:……………………………………………………………………….. . 

27- A: ………………………………………………………………………..? 

      B: I'd like to start with  vegetable  salad ,  please. 

       

H) Write what you would say in the following situations:   

28. I feel bored. 

……………………………………………………………………..…………… 

29. I think there are a lot of endangered animals  . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

30. Your friend needs some information about space.   

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

31.  “ In fact, we know more about the surface of the moon than we do about the 

life on the floor of  the ocean."                            

a. What makes up the largest of all the ecosystems on our planet ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b.   Why is the water in the floor of the ocean very cold? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

IV-Set- book  
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32. “ Although the journeys are often thousand of kilometres , the animals find 

their way. ”  

a. Why do some animals and birds migrate? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b . How do animals and birds migrate? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

33. “ There are six main kinds of ecosystem: ice, seawater, freshwater,desert,forest 

and grassland.”   

a. What do fish that live on the ocean floor feed on ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. Where are natural grasslands found? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. “ Islands are very special places and each one has its own plants and animals.”  

  

a. How do islands develop life? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 b. What is an island ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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A- Write a short paragraph of  10 sentences about "Animals and Birds 

Migration". You may use the following guide words: 

  

( migrate – food – have – young / long distances –winter /navigate – sun – stars-moon / 

penguins – only – migrate – swimming / generally-found-shores of Australia and New 

Zealand /swim-to- Chatham Islands / Arctic terns – spend summer- Arctic north / fly- 

160000 –kilometres –Antarctic south/travel – one million- kilometres- their 

lifetime/Grey whales-travel-cold –waters –food/travel- warmer waters –have 

young/longest- migration-mammal ) 

  

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 
 

     I-Composition  
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Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

          My name is Hamad. I like reading because it makes my life better. I have just 

read “A Girl Against Jungle”. I chose this book because I saw it at my cousin‟s house 

and he said that it was really good. 

    The book tells the story of a girl who is travelling by plane with her mother 

back to her home in Peru. There is a sudden thunderstorm and the plane crashes. She 

wakes up to find herself in the middle of the Amazon rain forest. She isn‟t badly injured 

but there are parts of the plane all around here and there are no survivals. She knows 

that it will be very difficult for the rescuers to find her in the dense forest. She has no 

food and she will die if she stays where she is. Her father said to her, “If you are lost in 

the forest you should find a river and follow it. She remembers this advice and sets off 

to find a river. 

 It is a very exciting story and I enjoyed it very much. The descriptions of the 

forest at night with all terrifying animal sounds are great. The only thing I didn‟t like 

was the ending. Although the girl is eventually found and reunited with her father, the 

ending is sad because her mother died in the crash. I wanted it to have a happy ending. 

However, this is a true story, so the ending is real. 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: ( 4 x ½  = 2 m ) 
1- The best title for this passage is ………………………….. . 

a) The plane crash          b) The River  

c) The story                                d) The rescuers 

2- The underlined word "  eventually " means …………………. . 

a) in fact                           b) firstly 

c) finally                                             d) possibly 

 

II- Comprehension  
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3- The underlined pronoun "  he  " refers to …………….. . 

a) Hamad                          b) Hamad's  cousin   

c) The story                               d) The book 

B) Mark  (  √   )  or  (   x  ) next to each statement: ( 3 x 1 = 3 m ) 

5- The plane crashed in the Amazon forest.               (      ) 

6- The girl was united with her father                       (      ) 

7- Hamad‟s mother told him the story is good.                              (      ) 

C) Answer the following questions : (3 x 1 = 3m ) 

8- The girl in the story remembered her father‟s advice. What was the advice? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9- Why  didn't  Hamad  like the ending  of the story.? 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

  
 

A) Circle the mistakes and write them correctly:  

Some animals megrate inormos distances every year. 

1- …………….     2- ……………….    

When a volcano eropts, it distroys many buildings. 

3-  ………………..   4- …………………  

 
B) Write the short or long form: ( 3x ½ = 1½m ) 

WWW          = ……………………    September    = ……………………… 

Maths           = ………………………………….. 

II-Spelling  
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C) Combine the following: ( 3x ½ m= 1½m ) 

1.globe  +  al         = ………………………………….. 

2.power  +  full     = ……………… 

3.tap  +  ing         = ………………………….. 

   
 

 

A-Punctuate the folowing: ( 4 x½) = 2 m ) 

 Ali:           where did you go yesterday 

 Hamad:     i  went to the Entertainment City 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  

 

One of the most important part of the brain is the brainstem.The brainstem is small. It 

controls actions that happen without you thinking , such as breathing. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III-Puctuation ( 2m ) 

III-Translation  
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Unit 10 New vocabulary 

notice pass by wander accidentally 

suffer bruise cry out stare 

entertain prove voyage fiction 

manuscript steer crew rudder 

turn off reuse urban rainwater 

charity adapt directly rare 

 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  :   

1- Did you ……………………….. where I put the book ?  

         a.taste              b. notice      c. suffer  d. cry out    

2. He ……………………..open-eyed at all the food on the table.   

         a.pass by          b.stared                c.entertain        d. prove  

3. The ………………of the ship called for help.                   

         a. charity          b. manuscript      c. fiction           d. crew  

B) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences:   

( improve – gymnasium – focefully - excited ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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B) Fill in the sentences with words from the list :-     

[urban – reuse –turn off – directly  ] 

6- We must ……………………………the lights before goimg out.    

7- This street will show the way ………………………to your hose.      

8- ………………………………………………………………………….    

C) Match the following words to their definitions:   

11. rainwater (      ) a flat part at the back of the ship that controls the direction. 

12. fiction     (      ) water that has fallen as rain.    

13. rudder     (      ) a long journey in a ship or a spacecraft. 

            (      ) books and stories about imaginary people and events. 

 

 

D) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d : 

13. Did you …………………….. attend the meeting? 

      a. could                  b. have to              c. has to               d. had to 

14. ……………………….wants to go to school.  They are lazy. 

    a. Anyone               b. No one       c. Someone     d. Anybody  

15. You…………………………to pay. It is free. 

     a. have                   b. must                   c. don't have      d. doesn't have  

E) Correct the verbs between brackets:   

17. Ali usually (go) to Hawally Park by car.     ……………..………….                             

        II-Grammar  
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18. We (not have to) go out because it was very hot. …………………………   

19. Last week I ( buy) a new laptop.      ………………………….. 

F) Do as shown between brackets:    

20. My uncle works in a big company in Kuwait City.    ( Make negative)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. Ali and his friend went shoppimg in 360 Mall.       ( Ask a question )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. We chose the camera. It was the cheapest.    (Jion using: which )  

………………………………………………………………………………………….                            

 

F) Match the folowing utterances with their responses:  

1. Can I help you , sir ?                         (   ) It’s a good idea 

2. What are you doing now?           (   ) I agree with you. 

3. Beijing Olympic Games was great.   (   ) We’ll visit the USA. 

4. What about going to the club?           (   ) I am reading. 

  (   ) Yes , a kilo of beef ,please 

G) Complete the following mini- dialogues :-  

25- A: How many phone calls do you make?    

       B: .................................................................................................................... 

26- A: ...................................................................................................................?   

    B: Yes, I am. I am going shopping. 

27- A: Great! What are you taking for lunch? 

III-Language Functions  
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      B: .................................................................................................................... 

       

H) Write what you would say in the following situations:  

1. Ahmed got high marks in the exam . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. I feel tired. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. I don’t do exercises at all. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

31.  “Once, there lived a proud old astronomer. He knew almost everything about 

the universe."                    

a. What can an astronomer do? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. How can you navigate across the desert without a compass? 

…………..……………………………......……………………………………….. 

32. “In our school we did a project called Reduce, Reuse, Recycle."  

a. Write some advice to help people reduse energy. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b.How can we recycle paper and plastic bags?   

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

IV-Set- book  
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33. “There was a festival in our local park to raise awareness about environment.  "  

a. Talk about what people can do to help environment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b.What can you  do to raise awareness about environmet?  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Literature Time 

H) Answer (two) questions only (2 x 1 = 2 m) 

35.”My dad runsa garage just outside the city. It's the biggest garage in town." 

a. Why was the father proud of his business? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b.Would you like to be the best? Why? 

…………………………………………………….......................................…….. 
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A) Write a report of one paragraph ( 8 – 10 sentences ) about "Communication". 

The following guide words may help you: 

        ( communication – important / in the past – people – used to – communicate – 

orally later – learnt – paint – pictures – on stones / then – invented – writing / nowadays 

– radios – telephones – televisions / latest way – Internet / advances in communication 

– improved ) 

Communication 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

I-Composition ( 8m ) 
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Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

 People grow two sets of teeth during their lifetimes – the primary or baby teeth, 

and the second, permanent teeth. The first primary teeth appear when a child is about 

six months old. The rest of them grow between sixth and thirtieth month, and there are 

only twenty teeth in this set. 

The permanent teeth in humans appear between the sixth and fourteenth years of 

a child‟s life. In many cases, the children still have their baby teeth as well as the 

permanent set, or some of them, until they are about ten or twelve. This can look very 

odd, because the permanent teeth are often bigger than the baby teeth, and because the 

first of the second set to appear are usually the two front teeth, making the child look 

very funny. There are thirty-two teeth in the second set, although the four wisdom teeth 

don‟t usually appear until the person is in his or her late teens or early twenties. It is as 

well to remember that this set is the one you will have for the rest of your life, so great 

care must be taken to make sure that they won‟t go bad and have to be pulled out! 

 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: ( 4 x ½  = 2 m ) 
 

1- The best title for the passage is......................................... 

 a.  Our teeth b.  Our school  c. Babies  

2. the underlined word " them" refers to............................ 

 a.  teeth  b.  childern    c. people 

3.The word " Person" means .............................................  

 a. something b. sometimes  c. someone  

 

B) Mark  (  √   )  or  (   x  ) next to each statement: ( 3 x 1 = 3 m ) 

 

4-  When a baby  completes  his  first  year, he usually has twenty  teeth. ( ) 

II- Comprehension ( 8Marks) 
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5-  The permanent teeth disappear when someone is in his early twenties. ( ) 

6- If you add the number of the four wisdom teeth to that of the permanent teeth,  

the total number is 24.         ( ) 

C) Answer the following questions : (3 x 1 = 3m ) 

7- Why should one be very careful about his second set of teeth?   

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8- What makes a child look funny? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

  

 
A) Circle the mistakes and write them correctly: ( 4 x ½ = 2m ) 

1.This old man safferred from a lot of cuts and broizes. 

1- …………............................….  2- …………......................…….  

We should reyse paper and tarn off lights.   

3-  …………….....................….. 4- …………....................………  

 

B) Write the short or long form: ( 3x ½ = 1½m ) 

1- didn't = ………………...…………   can not = …………………………… 

2- isn't = ……………....………………. 

C) Combine the following: ( 3x ½ m= 1½m ) 

3- notice + ed = ………………….....………cry out + s = …………………........… 

4- entertain + ment  = ………………………….. 

 

 

II-Spelling (5m) 
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A-Punctuate the folowing: ( 4 x½) = 2 m ) 

1.everything in the museum is ancient 

2. that is right 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

  

 

 

Translate into good Arabic: 

   There was a festival in our local park to raise awareness about the environment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III-Puctuation ( 2m ) 

III-Translation ( 2m ) 
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Unit 11 New vocabulary 

wind-up swimming pool illness expensive 

simply handle invent experiment 

rainbow edge fall off progress 

break up infrared refration inventor 

expect peel outdoor burn down 

fictional light bulb   

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  :  

1-  My uncle has a big ………...…….. 

a) edge          b) rainbow           c) swimming pool  d) outdoor 

2-  I watch a TV programmer about ………….…. in Africa . 

a) experiment    b) refection      c) illness      d) inventor 

3-  My father has an ……………….…..car . 

 a) expensive     b) wind- up       c) infrared      d) illness 

 

B) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences:  

  ( peel – illness – swimming pool ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

B) Fill in the sentences with words from the list :-    

            ( break up - progress - experiment - edge ) 

 

1- I make an …… …………..……. in the lab . 
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2- The ………………..… ….... of this knife is very sharp . 

3- If you ………… ……….. this glass, there will be many pieces of glass. 

 

C) Match the following words to their definitions: 

1- inventor  (    ) destroyed by fire  

2- burn down       (    ) creator  

3- fictional  (    ) happening outside  

   (    ) imaginary  

     
 

 

 

D) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d: 

 

1- Ali has lived in England …………….…….. 1990. 

      a)since               b) yet                 c) for   d) ago 

2-How ……….……..… have you been waiting for me ? 

       a) many            b) much             c) long  d) often 

3- I think ………..…….…. likes stingy people.  

      a)anybody       b) nobody           c) somebody d) something 

 

E) Correct the verbs between brackets:  

17. Computers (link) together in abig network.      ............................................ 

18  The first CD players(produce) by the Japanese in 1982.   .......................................... 

19. Arabic (not speak) by people in Europe.      .............................................  

F) Do as shown between brackets:   

1- I will buy a new car next week.         ( Negative) 

……………………………………………………………………...….………… 

2- We (study) English tomorrow.                 ( Correct) 

………………………………………………………………….………………… 

3- Ahmed saw an accident yesterday.     ( Ask a question)                                                                   

       II-Grammar  
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…………………………………………………………………….….…………. 
                       

 

F) Match the folowing utterances with their responses:  
1- let's play football .                  (   ) Yes , I can .                                                                 

2- Can you give your pen?                   (   ) This is extremely strange  

3- This cat is playing with the rate!      (   ) Good idea . 

                                                              (   ) Thanks a lot 

G) Complete the following mini- dialogues :-  

25- A:  Were you given a DVD last year? 

       B: .................................................................................................................. 

26- A: ..................................................................................................................? 

      B: Yes, I have. 

27- A: We're going to AlKhiran..........................................................................?  

      B:  I would love to come, thank you.       

H) Write what you would say in the following situations:  

1- Your friend doesn't study well. 

………………………………………………..................…………… 

2- What do you like to eat for lunch?  

…………………………………………………..................………… 

3- Your sister broke your pen. 

…………………………………………………...….................……… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III-Language Functions  
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H) Answer the following  questions only (3 x 1 = 3 m) 

1) " A radio doesn't need a lot of power. I'm going to make a radio that doesn't 

need batteries." 

a- What did Trevo Baylis invent? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- What reasons do we use radio for? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2) " Making a rainbow needs many things. We need a glass of water, a sheet of 

white paper, a table, a window and a sunnyday." 

a- What do we need to make an experiment? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- Where can we make an experiment? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3) " Edison was very clever, but he didn't do well at school." 

a- Name two things that Edison invented ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b- What word did Edison invent? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Literature Time 

H) Answer (two) questions only (2 x 1 = 2 m) 

35" He is short, heavy man. He moves sloowly but he has a lot of power." 

a. What was Antono's job? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b. What would you like to be in the future? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

IV-Set- book ( 5m ) 
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A) Write a report of one paragraph ( 8 – 10 sentences ) about "The astronomer". 

The following guide words may help you: 

     { astronomer – studies / knows – everything – universe / uses – telescope / observes 

– stars – planets – Moon / predicts – weather / his job – interesting – useful / helps – 

people / like – future } 

                                                      The astronomer 
………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

I-Composition ( 8m ) 
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Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

 Most people think of rubbish as something to throw away . But in Rome they 

turn it into animal food. In Paris they burn it , to heat houses and generate electricity . 

“The days of the rubbish dump are gone.” said a city engineer in Rome , at an 

international conference . “There is a lot of stuff that can be used in rubbish." In some -

cities there is no more room to dump rubbish, so scientists are looking for cheap ways 

to get rid of it. Also, as the price of oil goes up, some cities are trying to get gas, 

electricity or steam out of what their citizens through away.  

         Rome sends its rubbish to a plant that takes out the metal with a huge magnet, 

takes the plastic and paper out with fans and water, and separates orange peel and other 

organic materials to be used for animal food and fertilizer. What can't be recycled is 

burnt and the heat that comes from burning, powers a steam turbine that runs the plant. 

It costs about $ 8.50 to dispose of a ton of garbage in the plant or about one third of 

what it costs London to simply burn its rubbish. 

 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: ( 4 x ½  = 2 m ) 
1. The best title for the passage is ....................... 
     a. water        b. rubbish      c. oil 

2. The word " huge " in the second paragraph means ................................... 

     a. very big   b. very small  c. very little  

3.The underlined word" they" refers to....... 

     a. people        b. rubbish   c. days       

B) Mark  (  √   )  or  (   x  ) next to each statement: ( 3 x 1 = 3 m ) 
4. A part of the garbage can‟t be used for anything except for burning. ( ) 

5. The International Conference on recycling was hold in London. ( ) 

6. The steam turbine of the recycling plant is powered by gas.  ( ) 

 

C) Answer the following questions : (3 x 1 = 3m ) 

9. There are two main reasons for the interest in recycling rubbish nowadays.  

    What are they?  

II- Comprehension ( 8Marks) 
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....................................................................................................................................... 

10. What can organic materials be used for after being recycled? 

   ....................................................................................................................................... 
 

  
 

A) Circle the mistakes and write them correctly:  
1. How are your experemints progreesing, Ali? 

1- ………….................….   2- …...…........………….    

2.Building swimming polls is very expinseve. 

 

3-  ………………............  4- …………..........………  

 

B) Write the short or long form:  

I' ve put = …………………………  Television = ……………………….… 

I'll = ……………………… 

C) Combine the following:  

battery + s = ……………………..  invent + er = ………………………… 

ill + ness = ………………….......... 

   
 

 

A-Punctuate the folowing:   

1. i will not give up……………………………………………………………………. 

2. shall i fail? …………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Translate into good Arabic: 

  The light from the sun is called "white light ". It is made up of many colours. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

II-Spelling (5m) 

III-Puctuation  

III-Translation  
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Unit 12  / New vocabulary 

creativity evolution dramatic combine 

involve approach slow down take away 

breathe chew taste damage 

boil explode speed turn round 

accidental vaccine cope sticky 

dissolve take off immune tape 

 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  :  

3- My friend invents strange things. He is ………........………. 

a) creative            b) dramatic              c) sticky   d. accidental 

4- Do you try to ………………..… two or more ideas to create new thing ? 

a) combine          b) cope                     c) boil    d. turn round 

5-  My friend asked me to ……………….… him in the game       

a) dissolve         b) involve                 c) taste   d. explode 

 

B) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences: ( 2X ½ =1) 

  ( speed – explode - sticky ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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B) Fill in the sentences with words from the list :- ( 3 x ½ = 1½  )   

                    (  cope / immune / sticky / breathe / vaccine ) 

1-  Pasteur created an important …………….……..  

2- A) The medicine helps people to ………………….. with diseases  

3. The body …………….….… is very important . 

4- I need …… …….…...…… tape . 

C) Match the following words to their definitions: ( 3 x 1  = 3 m) 

1- remove       ( ) to cause physical harm. 

2- dramatic     ( ) heat liquids to a high temperature  

3- damage       ( ) take away  

                        (      ) great or sudden.   

 

 

D) Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d : 

1) Ali is ............................... than Hady. 

          a) tall        b) taller          c) tallest  d) the tallest 

2) She ……………………  cooking the food now . 

          a) am                      b) is                         c) are   d) were 

 

3) I met him …………………….. 7 o'clock. 

            a) in         b) on             c)at       d) for 

4. If  the teacher explains the lesson , I  ………………….. it . 

II-Grammar ( 6m ) 
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       a)understand           b)will understand    c)understood     d) understands 

 

E) Correct the verbs between brackets:  

17. If he (create) a more comfortable car, he builds on all the changes.............................                             

18. What you(do) if you feel ill tomorrow?    ......................................  

19. Ali (listen) to the news when the phone rang.   ...................................... 

 

F) Do as shown between brackets:  ( 3 x ½ = 1½ m) 

1. My brother usually ( travel ) to new places .    ( Correct the verb)   

……………………………………………………………………… 

2. If you sleep early , you ……………………..………...………….. (Complete) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

3. They are studying English now .      ( Ask a question) 

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

F) Match the folowing utterances with their responses: (4 x ½  = 4m) 

1. What is your favorite hobby ?          (   ) It’s a good idea 

2. What are you doing now?          (   ) go to the doctor. 

3. I feel very tired.                                (   ) We’ll visit the USA. 

4. What about going to the cinema?     (   ) I am watching TV. 

(   ) football. 

                                                  

H) Write what you would say in the following situations:  

1) Ahmed got bad marks in English exam . 

............................................................................................................................................. 
 

III-Language Functions ( 7m ) 
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2) Your brother plays with matches. 

............................................................................................................................................. 
 

3)You came late to school. 

............................................................................................................................................. 

 

 

 

 

1- " Creativity is not only about dramatic new ideas, it is also about making gradual 

improvements to existing ideas." 

a. What is creativity ? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

b- How can you be creative ? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

2." Pasteur made many useful discoveries. He created vaccines." 

a. Who is Pasteur ? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

b- How does a doctor use a vaccine ? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

 Literature Time 

H) Answer (two) questions only (2 x 1 = 2 m) 

35.”You like to think I am going to pay you, but I'm not. " 

a. Why didn't Antonio like Don? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

b.What do you think of Don? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

 

IV-Set- book ( 5m ) 
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A- Write an e-mail of 12 sentences to your friend to tell him about "Creativity". 

You may use the following guide words: 
    (Creativity – ability - invent - imagine something new/ many ways - creative/ 

Creativity - help - solve problems/Creativity - making -gradual improvements to 

existing ideas / involve - inventing -new/ look at- something- exists, you- think- 

another-use / always- creative/ help - to be special – different ) 

Be creative  

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

I-Composition ( 8m ) 
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Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

 There is not enough petrol in the world for everybody now, and each year 

there in less, so what are we going to do when it finishes? Perhaps we will go back to 

horses, carriages and bicycles. In the Second World War, some people did not use 

petrol in their cars. They made gas from wood and plants instead, and then they put it in 

big bags on the top of their cars. The cars did not go fast, but it was better than nothing. 

But we cannot cut down all our trees to make gas. We need them for other things too. 

      Besides we can also use electricity for our cars, but first we must make electricity! 

Some countries have coal and they make electricity with it, but we will not always have 

coal. Other countries have big strong rivers and these turn turbines and make electricity 

more easily and cheaply. 

       We are able to get power from the tides. We put turbines in the mouth of a river. 

Then, when the tide comes up, it turns the turbines, and then when it turns back towards 

the sea, it turns them again. And we know that the waves of the sea can also turn 

turbines when they go up and down. 

 

A: Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: ( 4 x ½  = 2 m ) 

1. The best title for the passage is................................................ 

a- power     b- petrol       c- electricity        

2. The underlined word " them " refers to ............................................ 

    a- trees     b-  rivers               c- turbines   

3. The word " power" in the first line in paragraph three means ............................... 

  a- electricity          b- force     c-energy 

 

 

B) Mark  (  √   )  or  (   x  ) next to each statement: ( 3 x 1 = 3 m ) 

II- Comprehension ( 8 Marks) 
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4. The sea can be useful to produce electricity.                                          (        ) 

5.  When some people used gas from wood, the car went fast.                                (        ) 

6.  In the Second World war people used gas for their cars.          (        ) 

C) Answer the following questions : (3 x 1 = 3m ) 

7.  Why can‟t we use gas from wood to move our cars? 

....................................................................................................................................... 

8.What else can we use to run our cars other than gas? 

....................................................................................................................................... 

 

  
 

A) Circle the mistakes and write them correctly: ( 4 x ½ = 2m ) 

1. A vakcine makes the person's body imune to the disease. 

1- ……................……….    2- ……..........…….......…….    

B) Write the short or long form: ( 3x ½ = 1½m ) 

4.we will = …………………………  5.don't = …………………………… 

6.19
th

 = ………………………………….. 

C) Combine the following: ( 3x ½ m= 1½m ) 

13. approach + s = ……………………14.combine + ion = ……………………… 

15. creative + ty  = ……………………….............….. 

 

 

 

II-Spelling (5m) 
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A-Punctuate the folowing: ( 4 x½) = 2 m ) 

1.what will you do if you feel ill tomorrow 

2.i will stay at home 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

  

Translate into good Arabic: 

         Many great discoveries were made while scientists were reasearching somethiing 

else.We say they happened by accident. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III-Puctuation ( 2m ) 

III-Translation ( 2m ) 
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Mock test     Paper one      4
th

 period  

 

Vocabulary 

A) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable word from the list : (4x½= 2)   
 

1-  There is concern that the giant panda will soon become a -------------------- animal. 

        a- crew             b- urban          c- rare                d.rudder   

2-  After the accident the injured people were ………………. taken to the hospital.   

      a. directly         b. accidentally  c charity    d.handle  

3- A :This watch doesn‟t work well!  Just ………………and it will be OK. 

        a- break up    b- wind up         c- cry out    d. progress 

4-  Researchers should find a cure to cancer because it is a severe ……………….. 

                   a. disease       b.experiment     c. edge    d. outdoor 

 

B) Match each word in to its definition : (4x½=2) 

5- adopt                     (         ) not in a difficult way 

6- urban                   (         ) a scientific test 

7- inventor            (         ) a person who invents 

8- simply            (         ) choose an animal to become a house pet 

            (         ) relating to towns and cities.  

C) Use two of the following words in meaningful sentences: ( 2X ½ =1) 

( fall off – gymnasium – accidental - excited ) 

9………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10………………………………………………………………………………………. 

D) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

( suffer – turning off –migrate- entertained –charity –rain water ) 

11- SINDBAD is a story---------------------many generations. 
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 12- Some animals ---------------------------every year 

13- Hamad fell in awell and ---------------------many cuts. 

 

14- How can we reduce energy ?  By --------------------lights. 

15- We collect-----------------------for plants, 

   

Grammar  

 

E) From a), b) and c), choose the correct answer:  

16.  Listen! I've got ………………. to tell you.   

a. anything                    b. something               c. nothing  

17.Nasser………………... be very fit. He is able to run only few meters. 

a. can’t                    b. must                  c. mustn’t 

18. This car ……………. is parked there is mine.   

          a. where                           b. which                       c. who  

19. Yesterday was off, so I…………….…………….go to school. 

                   a. didn't have to           b. had to                        c. have to 

 

F) Correct the verb between brackets :- 

20.She  ( have )  an English exam next Sunday . ............................................... 

21.The family ( build ) a new house last year . .............................................. 

22. I ( do ) my homework this afternoon .  ............................................... 

23.We ( swim ) in the new pool now .  ............................................... 

 

F) Do as shown between brackets:  

24. They are watching an action film now.          (Ask a question) 

……………………………………………………………………… . 
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25. I met a friend of childhood yesterday.   (Make negative) 

……………………………………………………………………… . 

26. Ahmed is a dentist. He works in AL-Rashid Hospital. (Join using: who) 

………………………………………………………………………  

 

III- Language Function  

G) Match the utterance  to their reactions :  

27. I saw a terrible accident.              (         ) It's a nice choice. 

28.We have an exam tomorrow.    (         ) You should work hard! 

29.The wind up radio is a nice invention. ( ) go to a dentist. 

30.I will buy a play station.                     (         ) I agree with you. 

        ( ) What a bad news? 

H) What you would say in the following situations :- 

31- Communication in the past was very easy . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

32-The internet is an easy way to keep touch with friends . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

33-Photography is a creative activity  . 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

34-Your friend invites you to visit him but you can't . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

I) Complete the missing parts in the following exchanges: 
 

35. Your friend:  I think English is an easy language. 

      You : ……………………………………………………………………………… 

36. A: I feel tired after two weeks of exams. 

      B: …………………………………………………………………..………………  

37. A: Can we have lunch together! 

      B: ………………………………………………………………………….……… 
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IV- Set Book  

 
38."We use radios to listen to music and the news. They don't need a lot of electricity to 

work." 

a. What do radios need to work? 

   a) ………………………………………    b) ………………………………………. 
 

b. Name two scientific inventions  

   a) ………………………………………    b) ………………………………………. 
 

39." Our project is about: Reuse, Recycle and Reduce."  

a.What should you do to reduce energy use?  

…………………………………………… ……………………………………... 
 

b. How do we help the environment? 

…………………………………………… ……………………………………... 
 

40.: An old proud astronomer always was proud of himself." 

a. How did an old astronomer use to navigate?  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

b. Discuss the job of an astronomer. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Literature Time 

44.”You like to think I am going to pay you, but I'm not. " 

a. Why didn't Antonio like Don? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

b.What do you think of Don? 

............................................................................................................................................. 
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45.”You like to think I am going to pay you, but I'm not. " 

a. Why didn't Antonio like Don? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

b.What do you think of Don? 

............................................................................................................................................. 
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Paper Two  

I- Composition (8 Marks) 

Man doesn't use electricity reasonably. Such a thing leads to many bad effects on our 

life and business.  Write a report of 8-10 sentences about this dangerous effect and 

suggest ways for saving electric power.  

 

You may use the following guide words:  

)electrical – sets – use / careless – feel – mustn't / lit - rooms – needed – only/ electricity 

– a lot of money – cost / save – electrical power – duty / TV – newspapers – 

advertisement – publish / elasticity – important – everything – in life / No one – can live 

– electricity - without / red light – bulbs – not good / daylight – neon – better( 

 
 …………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Reading Comprehension   
 
         

           Mrs. Evan had just gone into the kitchen to make the afternoon tea when  she  

saw a mouse running around the kitchen floor. She screamed and sprang up on the 

table. As soon as the mouse had disappeared she jumped down from the table,  rushed 

out of the kitchen, pulled on her coat, ran out of the house and got on a  bus  which was 

going into the town. There she hurried into a shop and bought a large mouse trap. She 

decided to put an end to the mouse as quickly as possible. 

     When she got home with the trap, she realized that she had forgotten to buy any 

cheese to put in it.  She searched everywhere but there was none in the house. It was too 

late to buy any because now all the shops were shut. She wondered what to do. In the 

end she had a clever idea.  She took a pair of scissors and cut a picture of a piece of 

cheese.  

      The next morning Mrs. Evans come down to the kitchen and went straight away to 

the place where she had put the trap. She wanted to see if the plan had worked. The 

picture of the cheese had gone and in its place a picture of a mouse. 

 

A) From a), b) and c) choose the suitable answer: (4X1=4) 
     

01) A suitable title for the passage is ----------------------------.       

a) a funny story.               b) an intelligent thief.        c) a brave woman. 

02) According to the passage, Mrs. Evan --------------------- 

      a ) couldn't catch the mouse in the trap.               

      b ) could solve the problem of the mouse. 

      c ) She took a pair of scissors to cut a piece of cheese. 

03) According to the passage, "it" refers to ---------------------------- 

      a )  the trap                      b ) the piece of cheese        c ) the kitchen 

04) According to the passage, rush out in line 4 means  

      a) wondered                     b) disappeared                    c) hurried 
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B) Mark true (√) or false (X): (4X1=4) 

     

05) Mrs. Evans was afraid when she saw the mouse.          (      ) 

06) The mouse appeared and disappeared in the kitchen.      (      )  

07) Mice are attracted to cheese even in traps.                     (      ) 

08) The mouse ate the picture of the cheese.                        (      )  

 

B) Answer the following questions in reference to the passage: (2X2=4) 

9. What did Mrs. Evans do when she saw the mouse? 

        ……………………………………………………………………………… 

10. What surprise was waiting for Mrs. Evans in the kitchen? 

        ……………………………………………………………………………… 

III- SPELLING (5 Marks) 

A) Circle the mistakes and write down them correctly:(4X½=2) 
 

1) While the man was wondaring in the old city, he accidantalli fell down. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2) The writer wrote many reri stories, but they were so fiktionel.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

B) Write the long/short form of the following: (3X½=1½) 

 
3- eighteenth = ----------------------------     4- WWF = -------------------------------- 

5- He'll = --------------------------------  

            

C) Combine the following: (3X½=1½) 
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7- Child + s  = -------------------------------      8- simple + ly = ------------------------- 

9- hurry + ed = ------------------------------          

IV- PUNCTUATION ( 2 Marks) 

B) Punctuate the following sentence:( 4 X ½ = 2 ) 

 

do you like action films yes they are lovely 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

V- TRASNSLATION (2 Marks) 

 

B) Translate into good Arabic:(2m) 

Nothingham, in the centre of England, has fine old castle. It is perhaps most 

famous for the stories about Robin Hood, the man who „stole from the rich and gave to 

the poor‟ 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

.…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


